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Mission Needs and System Commonality For Space Nuclear Power and Propulsion
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surveillance, communications, battlefield
illumination and electronic jammers are some of the

Nuclear power enables or significantly enhances a unique systems that would be enabled by nuclear
variety of space missions whether near-Earth, or for power. These require power levels in the 10-40
solar system exploration, lunar-Mars exploration kWe with life times of 7-10 y. The orbital altitudes
and recoveryofnear-Earthresources. Performance are sufficient to satisfy safety concerns and
optimizadons for individual missions leads to a minimize interference with gamma ray
large number of power and propulsion systems to be observatories. In addition, there are synergistic
developed. However, the realities of the budget and missions in the area of performing under ground
schedules indicates that the number of nuclear measurements using ground penetrating radar or
systems that will be developed are limited. One microwaves; rapid response orbit changing surface
needs to seek the "minimum requirements" to do a measurements using optics or radar; and chemical,
job rather than the last ounce of performance, _md nuclear and biological effluent monitoring using
areas of commonality. To develop a minimum laser spectroscopy for non-proliferation and treaty
number of systems to meet the overall DoD, NASA, verification. The Federal Aeronautics
and commercial needs, the broad spectrum of Administration has need for world-wide
requirements has been examined along with cost anticollision aircraft radars. Environmental
drivers, monitoring needs include world-wide measurements

of ozone and pollution and also upper air
Table 1 summarizes representative missions that are turbulence.
enabled or significantly enhanced by nuclear power
and propulsion. Long-term requirements in near-
Earth orbit are: 10-40 kWe, 7-10 y life time, rapid Solar System Exploration
deployment to high orbits, and that the systems will
be in the form of constellations. For solar system NASA has been examining a group of outer
exploration the missions require orbiters to the outer planetary orbiter missions that are the next
planets. The requirements are 40-100 kWe, generation in knowledge acquisition from the
lifetimes of 8 y, and near-impulsive propulsion to successful fly-by missions already performed (see
escape Earth orbit. For Mars exploration the need is Table 2). To do these more demanding missions
to deliver a 50,000 kg crew capsule to Mars within will require new propulsion capabilities.
180 days on the worst planetary alignment year. Combinations of chemical, nuclear electric
The needed requirements are for habitat power of propulsion (NEP), and nuclear thermal propulsion
>12 kWe, in situ resources power >200 kWe, power (NTP) for Earth escape, heliocentric transfer, and
plant lifetimes >3 y, and direct propulsion to escape capture and maneuvering were analyzed. Chemical
Earth, rendezvous at Mars and return the crew to systems by themselves could not perform the
Earth. mission with reasonable launch vehicles and flight

times. The nuclear systems were represented by:

Missions to Planet Earth • nuclear thermal propulsion (10-20 klbf);
• SP-100 space power system with

The near-term is projected to being dominated by thermoelectric conversion (40-100 kWe);
missions to support planet Earth. These center on • thermionic power systems (40-100 kWe);
defense missions that provide unique capabilities. • combination of power and propulsion
There is a need for rapidly deployable satellites (hybrid with 50 lbl 40-100 kWe); and
from launch site storage in times of conflicts and for • dual mode NIP (10-20 klbf, 40-100 kWe).

redeployment of satellites already in space for better _ ;ii!j_,,_-..'-'e_,"_coverage of key geographic areas Improved _,_-:' ; ,:,_,_.,_
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TABLE 1 Projected Mission Requirements

Mission Key Requirement_

Near-Earth
Defense
Wide-area surveillance 20-40 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y, rapid deployment, high elliptical Earth orbit

(HEEO)/medium Earth orbit (MEO) orbits
Battlefield communications 10-20 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y, rapid deployment, geosynchronous Earth orbit

(GEO) orbit
Battlefield illumination 10-40 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y, rapid deployment, HEEO/MEO orbits
Electronic jammers > 10 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y, rapid deployment, HEEO/MEO orbits
Submarine communications 10-40 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y, rapid deployment, HEEO orbit

Non-Proliferation and Treaty
Verification

Under ground measurements to 40 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y
Moveable surface sensors to 40 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y
CBN effluent monitoring to 40 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y

Federal Aeronautics
Administration

Anti-collision aircraft radar 20-40 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y, HEEO/MEO orbits

Environmental Monitoring
Earth observations > 10 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y
Upper air turbulence > 10 kWe, lifetime 7-10 y

Solar System Exploration
Neptune orbiter/probe Payload 1.8 Mg, 100 kWe, power system mass 3.7 Mg
Pluto orbiter/probe Payload 1.4 Mg, 56 kWe, power system mass 2.8 Mg
Uranus orbiter Payload 1.4 Mg, 100 kWe, power system mass 3.7 Mg
Jupiter Grand Tour Payload 1.4 Mg, 58 kWe, power system mass 2.9 Mg
Multiple Main Belt Asteroid

Rendezvous Payload 1.4 Mg, 40 kWe, power system mass 2.35 Mg
Comet Sample/Return Payload 1.8 Mg, 100 kWe, power system mass 3.7 Mg

Lunar-Mars Exploration
First Lunar Outpost >12 kWe
Enhanced outpost (ISRU) >200 kWe
Mars transportation Flight time <180 d, payload 52 MT
Mars stationary (600 d) 75-150 kWe
Mars In situ resources > 200 kWe
Mars comsats 20 kWe

Near-Earth Resources

In situ probes 40-2,00 kWe, specific power 50 kW/kg
Transportation Payload 500 tons, compatible with existing launch vehicle
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The distinction between the hybrid and dual mode smaller launch vehicles, but do not shorten trip and
is that the hybrid is adding propulsion capability to operational times. NTr by itself is not the solution.
a power reactor design and is thrust limited to tens However, with separate NEP and NTP systems the
of pounds force; for dual mode the power is an add- mission trip and operational times are significantly
on to a nuclear thermal rocket design. The former is reduced.
characterized by the fuel operating at the same
temperature in both the power and propulsion mode _0[ ,,,..,,,....,
and thus has a limited specific impulse (in this case
735 s). The latter implies much more extensive | IS_nt,l_

I p I_p bu,_

qualification requirements on the fuel for NTPs.
2
Z
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Table 2 Mission set for evaluation of reactor .9.0

propulsion and power candidates 1 -
la

Payload (kg)
Comet nucleus sample return 1800 ....................................
Multiple main belt asteroid rendezvous 1360 ......... '....+ _"0" "..................w11h_ I_) |io lllbl Hlnl _+111_+,nHt P

_dllm lltdll| I_II ll'l_ll_,q|

Jupiter grand tour 1440 ......
Uranus orbiter/probe 2490
Neptune orbiter/probe 1790
Pluto orbiter 1410 Fig. 1 Thermal propulsion with NEP enhances

outer planetary missions in payload and/or trip
The Pluto orbiter was used to examine in more time (Pluto orbiter).
detail the merits of doing these very ambitious
missions. Fig. 1 compares a number of options. NEP operational times varied from 3.9 y for the
The baseline is a Titan IV launch with a Centaur Comet Sample/Return to over 8 y for the outer
chemical stage to escape Earth, and SP-100 NEP for planetary orbiters. The use of a combination of
heliocentric transfer and capture and maneuvering NTr and NEP allowed the reduction of the launch
at Pluto. To do the same mission using only an vehicle from a Heavy Launch Vehicle to the Titan
NTR stage will significantly reduce the payload. IV for the most demanding missions as well as
With all NEP (to perform the Earth escape along reducing NEP burn times to 5 y or less (see Buden
with the remainder of the mission) will increase the et al, 1993)
payload to almost 3000 kg, but result in impractical
NEP operational and mission trip times. The hybrid
has the advantage of increasing the payload to 2400 Lunar-Mars Exploration
kg without increasing trip time or operational times.
Dual mode NTR slightly reduces trip and electric The NASA Office of Exploration has outlined a
propulsion times, but the full advantage appears to piloted Mars mission strategy that eliminates the
be lost because of the added massthat must be need for any assembly of spacecraft in low Ea_rth
carried throughout the mission from the NTr orbit. Heavy lift launch vehicles would launch
components (such as the nozzle, lines, and multiple, independent spacecraft with masses of
turbopump). The combination of separate NTP and 200-250 tonnes into low Earth orbit. NTr would be
NEP reduces trip and burn times significantly while used for transfer of cargo and crew to Mars orbit
delivering the full payload. Both the NEP power and is an option for Earth return. Cargo vehicles
source and electric thrusters have significant life would use minimum energy trajectories and would
limiting components that make this a highly leave the two year opportunity before the crew
desirable selection, vehicles. The crew vehicles have been sized to

make the trip in 180 days or less, depending on the
It was determined that NEP for the heliocentric alignment of Earth and Mars for a given
transfer is required for this class of outer planetary opportunity. The crew would return to Earth after
orbiter missions, but the long bum times are a major approximately 600 days on Mars when once again
concern. Hybrid systems allow for the use of Mars and Earth are favorably aligned.
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A baseline engine size of 220 kN (50,000 lbl) has The use of an additional perigee burn can reduce the
been used with a thrust/weight of 4.3. The IMLEO for all cases. The NERVA based four
thrust/weight of 4.3 is based on technology from the 15,000 lbf NTRs would save 1.4% over the base
NERVA engine program of the sixties. With this case, while the more advanced concepts could save
baseline engine, two engines represent a desirable 5%. The important point here is that one can do the
size considering gravity losses. Mars mission with many combinations of NTR

thrust levels and thrust/weight ratio with very little
A lower thrust engine can perform these missions penalty. The mission profile as defined with the
while the 220 kN because of its mass requires too separation of cargo and piloted vehicles is
large of a launch vehicle for the other missions, insensitive to thrust/weight and total thrust.
Also, safety considerations tend to drive the system
design to greater than two. NTPs tend to have Other factors must also be considered under mission
lower thrust/weight ratios as thrust levels decrease, performance, such as the effect on thrust/weight of
If one took the "small engine" nuclear rocket clustering, need for crew shielding, and stage
designed by Los Alamos National Laboratory, design. For two 50,000 lbf engines and a
(Angelo and Buden, 1985) a 71 kN engine had a thrust/weight of 4.3, each NTR has a mass of 5,300
mass of 2,550 kg, or a thrust/weight of 2.8. kg. With four 15,000 lbf NTRs, using a
Improved designs are possible today, both by thrust/weight of 2.8, each NTR has a mass of 2,400
improvements in component designs and alternate kg. The total mass is actually a little less for the
design concepts, that still use existing fuels. Fig. 2 four engines compared to two; there would not
shows the effects of going to four lower thrust appear to be a significant difference in the total
NTRs considering only the NERVA based NTRs structural mass. Shielding between engines is
with a single trans-Mars escape burn. Gravity another concern. However, there is no need for
losses tend to make the mass in low Earth orbit shielding to prevent reactivity interactions. The
increase while the lower NTP module mass offsets solar flare storm shelter could be used to also
this to a certain extent. The result is about a 6% protect the crew during engine operation,
increase in initial mass in low Earth orbit (IMLEO) eliminating the need for additional shielding
If one of a number of alternative concepts to between the engines and the crew.
NERVA is used, the IMLEO is actually decreased.
For example, with cermet reactor cores for the four
engines at 15,000 lbf, the mass savings is 3% over Near-Earth Resources
the baseline of two 50's. Burn times are increased
from 40 minutes to 67 minutes, but this is within the The August 1992 discovery that a known near-Earth
capability of demonstrated fuels, asteroid is actually a dormant comet (possessing

subsurface volatile such as water ice) underscores
the potential of Near Earth Objects (NEOs) as240

/ energy and rocket fuel resources. TheirIqp _t900 li

'"",'........'."0,',..... ,'. accessibility allows for the economic recovery ofT/_I( • _ _2 I cfPw Clb, 3 | rldlllktn shield

15%link ml_l,/fiction, 2% l|rucIuli, no ¢ltop INnkl230- ,.,c,._°..,,_,,._,.°=,,°.,_.,,°,,.... these resources which can be used to create and fuel
o,.,,,_, _ a space transportation system and enable future

,,_,v^0.,.,,,,,m,., space industrialization. Estimates suggest tha{
220---------- _ o,;,-g,-,r,...,,,,,..,., fuels brought to Earth orbit from ne:a_r-EarthspaceIMLEO TRW.3

(tonnes) _" ,._,,, would result in a 1000-fold drop in the cost to
210 _ trw.4 in[nv^ h,s_ I,,o,,,., access space (see Space Energy Resource

_ Utilization Initiative Workshop, 1993).
|et*rm*,l,J) Itri, S _) 4, ;Ok_l |ct, ym*,ll) (cem_,ll)

2O0

,_.,.,,, Electric propulsion could be used to investigate the
'"_' ....."........,"' near-Earth objects with power levels of 40-200 kWe

,90 J _ _ t and specific power of 50 kW/kg. In addition the50 60 70 O0 90 100

reject heat can be used to extract water and minerals
Total thrust (klbf) ..... from the objects.

Fig. 2 Mars piloted vehicle initial mass Nuclear thermal rockets can be used to bring large
with one trans-Mars burn. quantities of water and other resources to Earth



orbit. Because of the large quantities of materials - The 40 kWe thermionic power systems
being returned to Earth orbit, high thrust is needed, major advantage is in the compactness of the
Water is available as propellant. For a returen design. For first order, it satisfies many of the same
payload of 500 tonnes, a steam rocket of between missions as SP-100.
25 and 500 MWt that operate at 800-1500 K at
specific impulses of 150-235 s can be used (see - Thermionic program direction is greatly
Zuppero and Jacox, 1992). The burn duration enhanced using a hybrid (combined power and low
would be 8-48 h. Liquid hydrogen rockets would thrust (--50 lbf) propulsion) system. Separatxon of
need to be about three times higher in power even the fuel from the thermionic converter reduces risk
with the higher specific impulse, of achieving long life times. A hybrid arrangement

gives 50% more payload to users for near-Earth
missions and one launch vehicle size reduction for

Discussion of Technology Options outer planetary science missions (for example,
being able to use a Titan III in place of a Titan IV

Representative options with power and propulsion launch vehicle). Also, the hybrid offers planetary
emphasis are considered. These included several surface habitat power systems without single failure
systems that can provide both power and propulsion points.
using a common reactor. The selected options are:

- Nuclear thermal propulsion at 50 klbf
- SP-100, a high-temperature, pin-fuel based on NERVA technology is limited to piloted

element reactor with thermoelectric or alternative crew missions to Mars and the moon.
power conversion outside the core;

- Thermionics power conversion in-core - SNTP is a good complement to the SP-100
power system designed for a nominal 40 kWe or thermionic power systems because of its light
output; weight. High technology risk is the major draw

- Hybrid power system designed for nominal back.
40 kWe with an auxiliary low thrust (50 lbf) thermal
propulsion capability; - Dual mode proved to have few advantages

- Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) rocket but major development disadvantages in proving
based on NERVA technology designed for 50 klbf; high thrust cycles alternatively with long power

- SNTP nuclear rocket based on particle bed cycles.
technology designed for 40 klbf;

- Dual mode based on NERVA propulsion - Nuclear thermal propulsion at lower thrust
technology designed for thrust level of 10 klbf with (10-15k lbf) levels can be used for crew Mars
the addition of 50 kWe electric power mode; and missions using multiple engines. Crew safety is

- Nuclear thermal propulsion based on greatly enhanced and mission reliability increased.
NERVA technology at a thrust level of 15 klbf. In addition, this class of nuclear propulsion can

support more demanding orbiter missions to the
Table 3 summarizes some of the more important outer planets with existing launch vehicles and
information from this study. The blacked out areas reduce the nuclear electric propulsion life demand.
indicate that they do not apply to meeting the
particular mission need.

Summary
Observations from the study include:

Commonality observations indicate that a
- SP-100 can satisfy a wide range of power combination of (1) low thrust (15 klbf) nuclear

requirements but its major unique niche is for high thermal propulsion necessary for piloted trips to
powers (>100 kWe), such as needed for lunar and Mars and (2) a hybrid power system would offer
Mars surface applications and outer planetary excellent near-term development options. These
orbiters. Surface applications favor using non- could be used in various combinations to meet ali
refractory materials on areas exposed to the but the higher powers needed for in situ resource
environment. A unique advantage of SP-100 is processing on planetary surfaces and the steam
being a sealed system to the environment, rocket for near-Earth resource recovery.
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